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Preface 
This book builds on a panel I organized and chaired at the Annual Meeting of 
the American Society of International Law in April 2014. The panel sparked 
an important conversation among participants and highlighted the impor-
tance of issues related to challenges and recusals of judges and arbitrators for 
international dispute resolution. After the panel, Marie Sheldon, Publishing 
Director of International Law at Brill/Nijhoff Publishers, suggested I collect the 
presentations made at the panel in a book. I was intrigued by the idea and-so, 
this book was born. 
I asked the panelists and other experts to join the dialogue on this key issue 
and I was gratified by the positive response I received. This book now com-
bines expertise from academia as well as from all realms of practice, from law 
firm practitioners, to former judicial clerks, arbitrators and members of several 
secretariats. I am grateful to all contributors to this book for their excellent 
work. Of course, their contributions are made on a personal note only and do 
not represent the positions of any of the institutions to which they are or may 
have been affiliated. 
My deep gratitude also goes to Sheherezade Malik, a Juris Doctor student 
from Richmond University School of Law, for her impeccable research and edi-
torial assistance. She has done a great job. 
I am also sincerely and profoundly grateful to my family, Andre, Alex and 
Charlotte, without whom nothing has meaning. 
C.G. 
Washington D.C. 
/ 
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Introduction 
Chiara Giorgetti 
The possibility of challenging and recusing judges and arbitrators provides a 
fundamental control mechanism for parties engaged in international dispute 
resolution. Indeed, as international courts and tribunals have increasingly 
become the preferred choice to resolve international disputes, this control 
function has also become of paramount importance to the normative and 
sociological legitimacy of international courts and tribunals. 
Yet, not much has been written in a systematic way about the mechanisms 
that parties-and tribunals and courts themselves-have to correct the com-
position of the bench when such a correction is needed. This books seeks to 
provide that systematic analysis and also to sparkle a dialogue on the impor-
tant issue of challenges and recusals of arbitrators and judges, and specifically 
on reasons for such challenges, the procedures to raise them and the issue of 
who is tasked to finally decide on such requests. 
The chapters of this book can be divided in four groups. 
The first seven chapters provide a thorough analysis of challenges and recu-
sal procedures in specific forums. In the first chapter, I start the discussion with 
an assessment of challenges and recusals at the International Court of Justice, 
the principal judicial organ of the United Nations, which rely mostly on self-
recusal. Meg Kinnear and Frauke Nitschke explain, in the second chapter, 
disqualification of arbitrators under the 1csm Convention and Rules, and pro-
vide a unique insight and assessment of arbitrator challenges in international 
investment disputes. In the third chapter, Sarah Grimmer describes the deter-
mination of arbitrators challenges by the Secretary General of the Permanent 
Court of Arbitration, which uniquely includes both State to State and 
investor-State disputes. Lee Caplan explores, in chapter four, arbitrator 
challenges at the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal, and thus provides an 
important historical record still relevant today. Next, in chapter five, Loretta 
Malintoppi and Andrea Carlevaris discuss challenges of arbitrators under the 
rules of the International Chamber of Commerce and discuss lessons learnt 
there. In chapter six, Gregory Spak and Ron Kendler examine selections and 
recusals in the WTO Dispute Settlement System and ponder on reasons why 
recusals and challenges are rare under that regimen. Finally, Makane Mbengue 
considers, in chapter seven, challenges of judges in International Criminal 
Courts and Tribunals and provides some useful comparative analysis with 
other forum. 
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These initial chapters provide a essential foundation for the analysis of 
challenges and recusal of judges and arbitrators. As such, they assess several 
specific issues, including the available procedures, reasons asserted to initiate 
a challenge procedure, who decides the challenges and results of the challenge 
procedures. Importantly, they also allow for a comparison among different 
forums. 
The following three chapters analyze challenges from a different prospec-
tive. Namely, they examine specific issues that are often reasons for parties 
to begin a challenges procedure. In chapter eight, Romain Zamour considers 
issue conflicts and the reasonable expectation of an open mind, specifically 
in the context of the challenge decision in Devas v. India. Judith Levine, in 
chapter nine, examines the important issues of late-in-the game challenges 
and spurious challenges and resignations within the context of tactical chal-
lenges. In chapter ten, Luke Sobota assesses repeat arbitrator appointments in 
international investment disputes, a oft-cited reason to challenge arbitrators. 
In the next three chapters, the analysis shift to personal perspectives. In 
chapter eleven, Charles Brower, Sarah Melikian and Michael Daly recount tall 
and small tales of a challenged arbitrator from a first-hand experience. Next, 
in chapter twelve, Andrew Loewenstein describes the approach and consid-
eration of counsel to challenges in international disputes. Finally, in chapter 
thirteen, Hansel Pham and Imad Khan examine challenges to party represen-
tatives and counsel before international courts and tribunals a unique mecha-
nism at times used as an alternative to challenge the decision-maker. 
The final two chapters analyze challenges from a geographical prospective 
and seek to determine whether there is a regional variation to challenges. In 
chapter fourteen, Lucy Reed, John Choong and Chan Yong Wei explain chal-
lenges to arbitrators in Asia, and especially the position before the Singapore 
and Hong Kong Courts. Finally, in chapter fifteen, Jonathan Hamilton, Francisco 
Jijon and Ernesto Corzo consider arbitrators challenges in Latin America. 
